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PAPER TYPES

- Original research paper (5-15 pages)
- Theoretical/conceptual paper (2-10 pages)
- Position paper (1-2 pages)
- Future scenario (e.g., 1 page vision / description of one potential aspect of future)

POTENTIAL TOPIC AREAS

Given the tectonic shifts in society/culture, global interconnected economies, the changing world of work, and the rapid advances in technology, how might online learning itself shift or evolve in response to these changes? Please think out of the box, but here are a few seed ideas:

- New technologies - Mobile, virtual, immersive (XR), AI, etc.
- Online education as it relates to future of K12, higher ed, continuing education, employee education, etc.
- New ways of working in higher education (from paper to the cloud, virtual advisement and retention systems, meeting students where they are)
- New business and institutional models (crowdsourcing, public/private partnerships)
- New certification and credentialing models (stackable credits, badges, microcredentials, employability)
- New pedagogy models (project-based, flipped, self-directed)
- Shift from subject to skills focus (soft skills, multidisciplinary, learning-to-learn)
- Impact of “all knowledge in the cloud” on online education
- Impact of future of work concerns on online education (gig economy, AI vs. human value)

MANUSCRIPT PREPARATION AND SUBMISSION

The publisher is Begell House, Inc.: http://onlineinnovationsjournal.com/

Author’s instructions for submitting an article to the
International Journal of Innovations in Online Education can be found at
https://submission.begellhouse.com/journals/42d578d554327415/Instructi.pdf

Contact John Reaves jreaves@learningworlds.com with questions regarding submissions.